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Abstract. The problem studied is whether, from knowledge of the homotopy

type of Cldkiyk •í2'/2Zc2Í2,YiZciA' = MX for suitable spaces X, one can

recover the nonnegative integers cx , dx , ... , c^ , d^ . The Betti numbers of

X and cx , dx , ... , c^ , dk do determine the ;th Betti number of MX,

but even for small k , i and for X a sphere (say) the answer is a complicated

one, since it depends on parities and graded Witt numbers depending on graded

Witt numbers. It is shown that k can be found and that c, , d¡ can always be

determined up to finitely many possibilities and usually uniquely.

In this paper we work in the homotopy category of pointed spaces which

have the homotopy type of countable CW-complexes. The reduced suspension

functor and its right adjoint, the loop functor, are functors from this category to

itself, and many further functors can be generated using composition, product,

smash product, and wedge sum. Results in classical homotopy theory (e.g.,

the Hilton-Milnor theorem) relate certain functors so formed, but the algebraic

structure of the set of functors is not known.

This paper investigates a part of this problem. Let Jf denote the free monoid

of reduced words in two indeterminates I, ¡Q. The typical element M of JA

is

(0.1) M = l^'Yl^Z^ ■ • .Q^I^Qß'2> ,

where k, Ax, Ak+X are nonnegative integers and Bx, A2, B2, ... , A^, Bk are

positive integers. We shall call a word M positive if A■ , Bx -1, A2-1, B2—l,

... , Ak - 1 , Biç-l, Ak+X are all positive integers. Each word M determines

a functor, namely, the corresponding composition of the reduced suspension Z

and the loop functor Q. It is a natural question to ask whether different words

give rise to different functors.
One can find infinitely many different words M¡ e Jt such that, for infinitely

many noncontractible spaces X, M¡X is homotopically equivalent to M¡X for

all i, j. In contrast we prove here

Theorem. Given M e JA there are at most finitely many N e JA such that, for

all spaces X, MX is homotopically equivalent to NX. If M is positive, then

N = M is the only possibility.
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The task is to find an invariant that can be calculated in sufficient generality to
deduce the theorem. We use rational homotopy. In § 1 the requisite algebraic
topology is assembled. Thereafter, the work is purely combinatorial. In §2

the combinatorial problem is stated (independently of the topology) and the

finiteness in the theorem is established. In §3 the uniqueness result is proved.
It is reasonable to conjecture that in the theorem uniqueness holds for all M.

It would be interesting if another invariant of algebraic topology or a more so-

phisticated combinatorial analysis of rational homotopy could establish the full

conjecture. David Anick [1] has recently investigated the complexity of comput-

ing rational homotopy groups and shown the general problem to be " #P hard"

(i.e., in a class of problems high on the computer scientists' complexity scale

and believed to require more steps than a polynomial function of the (coded)
input). This raises the philosophical question of whether there are conjectures

similar to the above that are actually impossible to resolve by rational homo-

topy, because the general computation required is intractible in the necessary

generality.

1. THE RATIONAL HOMOLOGY OF  MX

To calculate the rational homology H*(MX) we rewrite (0.1) in the form

(1.1) M = YA^ Ylb* (YiL)IA* • • • Q*2 (QZ)IÛ2 Ylbl (QI)5:û',

where íz^+1 = Ak+X and, for 1 < i < k, a¡ = A¡ — 1 and b¡ = B¡- 1. We shall
suppose X is a sufficiently connected space ((bx H-h bA)-connected suffices)

and is a suspended space if Ax =0. The rational homology H^MX) can now
be computed using the three basic cases below.

Suppose T is a space for which H = H*Y and the subspace Py of prim-
itives in H with respect to (Ay)» are known, where Ay: Y —> Y x Y is the
diagonal map. We denote rank//,T by X¡(Y) and the (formal) Poincaré series

£"oW)'!' for Y by X(Y, t).

Case 1. If Z = IP Y then the Poincaré series Xz(t) for Z is given by

(1.2) X(Z , t) = 1 + ta(X(Y, t) - 1).

The subspace of primitives Pz in H,Z is HtZ if a > 0 (and is Py if a = 0).

Case 2. If Z = QIY then H»Z is the free associative graded tensor algebra

on H, and hence formally,

X(Z,t) = l + (X(Y,t)-l) + (X(Y,t)-l)2

+ --- + (X(Y,t)-l)m + ---.

Furthermore, using the reduced product space model [2] for Z one can describe

(Az)* completely in terms of (Ay)* and z», where i : Y —> Z denotes the
canonical inclusion. The subspace of primitives Pz of H*Z is isomorphic to
the free graded Lie algebra on H. (We remark that i*H will, however, in

general not be contained in Pz ; indeed, UH n Pz = i*(Py) ■) The rank of Pz
in dimension n will be denoted by k„(Z) . The graded Witt formula giving

k„(Z) in terms of the coefficients Xj(Y) of X(Y, t) can be deduced from (4.5)
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in [3] or by generalizing [4] and is

(1.4)

i{)~V   ß[ä)i fa   filW...   (ßx+ß2+...) •

Here p is the Möbius function.

Case 3. If Z = Ylb(YiI,Y), where b > 0, then HtZ is the commutative graded
tensor algebra on Pz , since all Samelson products in 7r»Z vanish. The Poincaré

series for Pz is
OO

(1.5) K(z,t)=i + rbYJKi(QZY)ti

1=1

and hence

(1.6) x(z,t)=i\(i+t<r H(i-trK',
i odd ¡ even

where

(1.7) Ki = K,(Z) = Ki+b(YÏLY).

Clearly H ¡(MX) depends only on M and HtX, but the calculations become

very complicated, even for small k, i and for X a sphere, say, as the ranks

depend on parities and Witt numbers depending on Witt numbers.

2. The combinatorial problem

For the sake of clarity it is worth extracting from the algebraic/topological

context of § 1 the combinatorial situation that we now study. For each M e JA

as in (0.1 ) we consider any polynomial X(t) with nonnegative integer coefficients

and such that X(t) - 1 is divisible by f where p = -k + Bx+ B2-\-h Bk .
We now define two power series X(M, t) = 1 + 2~2,>o^í(-*OP » tc(M, t) = I +

¿Zi>o Ki(M)t' by writing M as in ( 1.1) and iteratively using the following cases.

Case 0. For the empty word / take X(I, t) = k(I , t) = X(t). (The empty word
is the identity element of the monoid JA, i.e., the case k = 0, Ax = 0 in

(0.1).)

Case 1. If Z = IaY, where Y e JA and a > 1, then X(Z, t) and k(Z , t)
are equal and given by (1.2).

Case 2. If Z = YÍLY , where Y eJf, then X(Z , t) and k(Z , t) are given by
(1.3) and (1.4), respectively.

Case 3. If Z - Ylb(YÍLY), where  Y e JA and b > 1, then k(Z , t) and
X(Z, t) are given by (1.5) and (1.6), respectively.

The problem is to endeavor to recover M by choosing X(t) and z suit-

ably and observing X¡(M) and k¡(M) . In this section we shall show how to

determine M up to finitely many possibilities.

Notation. Let « be a positive integer. We will often need to consider the integral

multiple of n that lies "closest" to another positive integer z. To resolve the
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ambiguous cases we adopt the convention of taking this multiple to be [j¡ + \]n .

Furthermore, we write i ~ j if [j¡ + £] = [j¡ + £]. For M as in (0.1) we define

\\M\\ tobe 2k-l + ¿2Aj + ¿ZBj.
Henceforth, we shall always choose the polynomial X(t) so that X¡ is zero

unless i lies close to an integral multiple of n . The first lemma confirms the

"obvious" fact that for n sufficiently large the early values of i for which

Xj(M) is nonzero all lie close to integral multiples of n . More precisely, given

R, u > 0, suppose that X¡ = 0 if |i — [j¡ + 5]«! > uaná suppose that A, < R
for all i.

Lemma 1. Let K, L be positive integers. Fix u > 0. There exist numbers

C(K, L,R), D(K, L), N(K, L) such that, whenever n > N(K, L) and M
is any word satisfying \\M\\ < L, then for each positive integer i at least one of
the following conditions is satisfied:

(i)   i>Kn + %,

(ii)  Xi(M) = 0,
(iii)   Xi(M) < C(K, L, R) and \i - [{ + ¿]«| < D(K, L).

The proof of Lemma 1 is unenlightening and can be found in the appendix.

(We shall only use the case u = 0 in this paper, but the proof of the lemma is

not much simpler for the special case and so is given in general.) Henceforth,

we shall always assume that n has been chosen sufficiently large so that, for

the R, K, L,u being considered, D(K, L) and C(K, L, R) are small in
comparison with n.

We now investigate X¡(M) for z" < Kn + f in more detail. To facilitate the

statements of Propositions 2 and 5, it is convenient to introduce

Notation. A 2/c-tuple x = (xx, ... , x2k) of positive integers is said to be de-
scending if Xi < x,_ > for i = 2, 3, ... , 2k. The 2/V-tuple x is said to be

cascading if jc/_i is divisible by x, for i = 2,3, ... ,2k. For M as in (1.1)
and x a 2/c-tuple we define the integer S(x) by

S(x) = xxax - x2bx + x3a2 - x4b2 +-x2kbk + ak+x.

Proposition 2. Let M be a word satisfying \\M\\ < L, and take X(t) = 1 + rt" .
If i ~ jn, where j < K and n > N(K, L), then X¡(M) = 0 unless i has the
form i = jn + S(x) for some descending 2k-tuple x with x- =j. In particular:

(i) For j = 1, Xi(M) = r when i = n + ax - bx -\-h ak - bk + ak+x (and
Xj(M) is zero otherwise).

(ii) For j = 2, ¿2i~2nt-i(M)t' = Y,xc(x)t2n+Si-XA where the summation is

taken over all descending 2k-tuples x with xx = 2.

The coefficient c(x) is (2) if x = (2,2, ... , 2, 1, ... , 1) has exactly 2j entries
2 and n + ax - bx+a2-b2-\-Ya¡-bj is odd, or if x has exactly (2j - 1 )

entries 2 and n + ax - bx H-h a,- is even. Otherwise c(x) = (r^1).

A proof of this proposition by induction on L is given in the appendix. We

use the proposition to derive information about M from observations of X¡(M)

for i ~ n and i ~ 2« . From (i) we deduce the value of C, where

(2.1) C = ax-bx+a2-b2 + --- + ak-bk + ak+x.
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Next we observe from (ii) that, for fixed M, r, ¿2¡~2„ X¡(M) depends only on

the parity of n. Furthermore, c(x) is (Ç) (respectively, C^1)) when n is even

if and only if c(x) is Cj1) (respectively, (0) when n is odd. Thus if the sum

J2i^2nXi(M) is observed when n is even, and then when n is odd, the total

of the two sums will be 2kr2, since there are 2k descending 2/c-tuples x with

Xi = 2. We can thus deduce the value of k. Finally we show how to deduce

the unordered sets

(2.2) {ax - bx, ax - bx + a2- b2,..., ax - bx+ a2- b2 + ■ ■ ■ + ak - bk}

and

(2.3) {ax, ax -bx + a2,... , ax -bx + • • ■ + ak}.

The union of these two unordered sets is precisely the set of values of S(x) -

C as x runs over all descending 2/c-tuples with xx = 2. Choose r > 4k.

Then wfy is not a multiple of C^1) for 1 < w < 2k. Choose n to be
even, and observe the values of i and X¡(M) such that X¡(M) is nonzero,

i ~ 2«, and i has the same parity as C. Then from Proposition 2(ii) we

can deduce the even numbers (with multiplicities) in (2.2) and also the even

numbers in (2.3), since the former each correspond to an x contributing (r^1)

to Xj(M) and the latter to an x contributing Q to X¡(M). Likewise from

those i with opposite parity to C one can read off the odd numbers (with
multiplicities) in the unordered sets (2.2) and (2.3). There are only finitely

many ways of ordering the elements in the unordered sets (2.2) and (2.3), and

elementary algebra uniquely determines ax,bx, ... , ak,bk once the ordering
is fixed. Hence, using (2.1) to find ak+x, we see that there are only finitely many

possibilities for M.
The conclusions obtained above are summarized by

Corollary 3. The values of k, (2.1), and the unordered sets (2.2) and (2.3) may

be deduced from observations of X¡(M) for i ~ n, 2n where X(t) = l+rt" and
r and n are suitably chosen. In particular, M is determined up to finitely many

possibilities.

It is natural to conjecture that one could refine "up to finitely many possi-

bilities" in Corollary 3 to "uniquely" by continuing the exact calculations in

Proposition 2 to the cases j = 3,4, ... , j(k), for some j(k), and/or by alter-

ing X(t). Indeed one might ask what would be the minimum value for j(k).

Unfortunately in adverse cases consideration of j = 3, 4 adds little to what
is already known about M from j = 1,2. The algebraic complexity of the

situation would seem to make this line of attack formidably difficult. Instead

we adopt a different approach.

3. Uniqueness of the solution of the combinatorial problem

LeX px, ... , ps be distinct odd primes, and let r be a prime larger than the

product pxp2---ps. Take L such that \\M\\ < L, and suppose X(t),n are
chosen so that Lemma 1 pertains with K = px ■ ■ -ps.

Lemma 4. If X¡ is divisible by r for all i > 1, then X¡(M) and k¡(M) are
divisible by r for all i in the range 1 < i < p\ • • -psn + §.
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Furthermore, for i ~ px-psn
(i) if M = IaY, then

(3.1) Xi(M)=Xi-a(Y),

(ii) if M = YlIY, then

(3.2) X¡(M) = Xi(Y)    modr2

and

(3.3) r~xKi(M)=   Y^   p(e)e-lr-xXi/e(Y)    modr;

e\P\---ps

(iii) if M = Ylb(YlIY), b > 1, then

(3.4) Ki(M) = Ki+b(YîLY)

and

(3.5) r~xXi(M)=   ^2  e-xr-xK¡ie(M)    modr.

e\p,-ps

Proof. The first statement in the lemma is trivially true for \\M\\ = 0. Using

( 1.2)-( 1.4) it is seen to be true for Z = Ia Y and Z = YlIY, if true for Y. Also
by (1.7) jc,-(Q*(pQZ)y) is divisible by r. By (1.6) Xi(Ylb(YlI)Y) is divisible by

r for 1 < i <px • --Psn + \ , since each binomial coefficient (x) and (K+*~l)

is divisible by r for 1 < x < px--ps. Hence, the first statement of Lemma 4

follows by induction on \\M\\.
For i ~ Pi■■■ ■ -psn , (3.1) restates (1.2), (3.4) restates (1.7), and (3.2) follows

from (1.3) and the first statement in this lemma. To prove (3.3) we note that

in (1.4) we need only consider values of d close to a multiple of n, since by

Lemma 1 Xj(Y) = 0 unless j is close to a multiple of n. Setting e = i/d

we have e\px---ps, so (-l)'+d = (-l)rfO+1) = 1 and, by the choice of r,

e £ 0 modr. As each Xj(Y) is divisible by r

XX(Y)P^X2(Y)^ ■ ■ ■ .
r(ß>+ß2 + -)   s0   (m°dr)

whenever (ßx + ß2 + ■ ••) > 1 .   Hence, to find KX(Z)modr2 we need only

consider those terms on the right-hand side of ( 1.4) for which the ßj are zero

except for just one value of ; , and, for this value of j, ßj = I and j  (= d)

divides i and e = i/j divides px ■ ■ ■ ps.

To prove (3.5) one notes that

and

/•-' ( K) = (-l)x-xx~xr-xK   (modr)

C+r>r  ' ) = x  lr lK   (modr)

when x < px • • -ps < r and k is divisible by r. Hence, expanding the right-

hand side of (1.6), one obtains (3.5).

We now take X(t) = 1 + rt" in the above. Lemma 4 provides the inductive

step in the proof of
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Proposition 5. Let X(t) = 1 + rtn and r, px, ... , ps, n be constrained to be

chosen as described above. Then

(3.6)-       Y,    r-xXi(M)ti = (px---ps)-x^o-(x)tp>-psn+S{x)    (modr)

i~pr--psn

where the sum on the right-hand side is taken over all those cascading 2k-tuples

that satisfy:

(i)    X-  =pX---ps,

(ii)  x2j-X = x2j = x2j+x if bj = 0 and j <k,

(iii)   x2k_x =x2k = l if bk = 0.

Here o(x) = (—i)"i+vi+-+v2k  where x,  is the product of precisely v¡  of the

primes px, ... , ps.

As a demonstration of how Proposition 5 may be exploited we explain how

M may be recovered from X(M, t) when M is a positive word. By Corol-
lary 3 we already know k. Take s = 2k in Proposition 5. The 2k-tuple x =

(pxp2 ■ ■■ p2k , px • • • p2k_ x, ... , pxp2, px ) is the only cascading 2/c-tuple that con-

tributes a term t' where i has the form p0 = pxpx +p2pxp2 -\-r- p2kpx ■ ■ -p2k

with all pi nonzero. The freedom of choice for px, ... , p2k allows one

to distinguish this value of i (from the other powers coming from cascad-

ing 2/c-tuples) and to deduce the values of po, ... , p2k (which are indepen-

dent of the choice) uniquely. M is recovered since ak+x = po, bk = -px,

ak = p2, ... ,bx = -ptk-\ , ax= p2k-n.
This completes the proof of our theorem.

Remark. The above argument distinguishes a positive word from any other (pos-

itive or nonpositive) word. An analogous argument distinguishes between two

nonpositive words (not already distinguished by Corollary 3), provided that

one word cannot be converted into the other by replacing subwords I(fiZ)rI

by I(QI)*I (for distinct r, s > 0) or subwords Q(QI)rQ by Yl(QI)sYl (for
distinct r, s > 1 ).

4. Appendix

Proof of Lemma 1. We verify by induction on L that one can take

(4.1 ) C(K,L,R) = (KR + 2R(u + 2L2)Kl)k2L ,

(4.2) D(K,L) = (u + 2L2)KL,

(4.3) N(K, L) = 2(u + 2L2)(K + 1)L + 2L(K + 1).

For each word M define the coefficient maximum cm and the dispersion d\f
of X(M,t) by

(4.4) cM = sup Xi (M),

(4.5) dM = sup{|z - [j¡ + ftn] : k¡(M) ¿ 0}

where the suprema are taken over all z satisfying i < Kn + j . The values of

cm and dM of course depend on M, K , n , and X(t), but we shall show that
if n > N(K, L) then

(4.6) cm < C(K, L, R)
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and

(4.7) dM<D(K,L).

For L = 1 the only possibility for M is the empty word / for which c¡ < R,

dj < u, and hence (4.6) and (4.7) hold for all M satisfying ||Af|| < L (and
every K, n, X(t)). For Z e JA with ||Z|| = L we now check Cases 1, 2, 3

detailed in §2.
Case 1. If Z = IaY, where a > 1, then by (1.2) cz < cY and dz <dY+a<

dY + L. When n > N(K, L), then certainly n > N(K, L - 1) and from (4.6)
and (4.7) for Y

cz <cY<C(K,L- 1,R)<C(K,L,R)

and
dz < D(K,L-1) + L< D(K, L).

Case 2. If Z = YÏLY and n > N(K, L), then by (4.2) and (4.3) n >
2(K + 1)D(K, L - 1). It follows that for i < Kn + § each contribution to
Xj(Z) in (1.3) is a product of at most K of the X¡(Y) (with ; < i). Thus

dz < KdY < KD(K, L - 1) < D(K, L).

Note that by (4.5) the number of positive values of i such that i < Kn + f

and X¡(M) ̂  0 is not greater than K + 2Kdy , so by (1.3)

cz<(K + 2KdY)Kc§

<(K + 2K[u + 2(L - 2)2]KL-2f(Kr + 2r[u + 2(L - 2)2}KL-2)K2iL~2)+>

<C(K,L,R).

Case 3. Suppose Z = Ylb(YlIY), b > 1, n > N(K, L). Denote the coeffi-

cient maximum and dispersion of k(M , t) by cM , d'M , i.e., c'M = supk¡(M) ,

^m = {\i - [« + J]BI: Ki(M) t¿ 0}, where the suprema are taken over all i

satisfying i < Kn + f . Trivially c'M < Cm , d'M < dM ■ As n > N(K, L) we
have

n > 2D(K +1,L) + 2L> 2D(K +l,L-l) + 2b.

Thus if Xi(QIY) t¿ 0 and (K + l)n is the multiple of n closest to z, then
(K + l)n is the multiple of n closest to i — b. Hence,

d'z < dozy + b< d'ç^y + L< D(K ,L-1) + L

and

c'z < 4sr < cazY < C(K,L-1,R).

As n > N(K, L) > 2(K + l)D(K,L-l) + 2L(K + 1) > 2(K + l)d'z it follows
that in expanding the right-hand side of (1.6) using binomial series a term V

with [j¡ + ¿] > K is obtained if (in total) more than K of the A are multiplied

together. Thus

dz <Kdz <K(D(K,L-l) + L)<D(K,L).

Since (c'z + K)J exceeds the binomial coefficients

'Ki(Z) + KAKi(Z)\
and

J
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from (1.6) we have

cz<(K + 2Kdz)K(c'z + K)K <(K + 2D(K, L))K(C(K,L-1,R) + K)K

<(K + 2(w + 2L2)KL)K[(KR + 2R[u + 2(L - 1)2]Kl~x)k2l~2 + K]K

<(K + 2(u + 2L2)KLf[(KR + 2R[u + 2L2]Kl~x)k2l~2]k

< (KR + 2R(u + 2L2)Kl)k+k2L~' <C(K,L, R).

Proof of Proposition 2. Use induction on L. When L = 1 the proposition

holds trivially as the only possibility for M is M = I. We first establish
the particular statements (i), (ii) by the following calculations. Suppose the

inductive hypothesis that, for \\M\\ < L,

(4.8) X(M,t) = l + rtn+C{-M) + Y, c(M)(x)t2n+S{M){x) + ■■■ ,

X

where the higher-order terms are suppressed in the dots.
Case 1. If Z = IaM, then by (1.2)

X(Z,t) = l+ rt"+cM+a + J2 c(M)(x)t2n+S{M){x)+a + ■■■

X

= 1 + rtn+C(Z) + £ c(Z)(x)i2«+S(Z)(x) + ...

x

since C(Z) = C(M) + a, c(Z)(x) = c(M)(x), S(Z)(x) = S(M)(x) + a.
Case 2. If Z = YÏLM, then by (1.3)

X(Z,t)=l+ rtn+CM + J2 C(M)(x)t2n+SW(*) + r2t2n+2C(M) + ... <
x

We associate to each 2/c-tuple x the (2k + 2)-tuple y = (xx, ... , x2k, 1, 1),

and since bk+x = ak+2 = 0 in the expression (1.1) for Z , we have S(M)(x) =

S(Z)(y), c(M)(x) = c(Z)(y), C(M) = C'Z). The term r2t2n+2C^M) can be

viewed as supplying the contributions c(Z)(y)Z2n+S(M)(y) for the (2/c + 2)-tuples

y = (2, ... , 2, 2, 1 ) and y = (2, 2, ... , 2, 2) to obtain now the formula (4.8)
for Z.

Case 3. If Z = Ylb(YlIM), where b > 0, then by (1.4)

K(YHM, 0 = 1 + rtn+cW + r-(r - (_i)«+c(a/))í2«+2C(M)

+ Yc(M)(x)t2n+S(M){x) + ■ ■ ■ .

x

By (1.6)

X(Z,t) = l+ rtn+C(M)-b + Ur + (-\)"+C(M)-b)t2(n+C(M)-b)

(4.9) + "-(r - (-\)n+C(M))t2n+2C(M)-b

+ Y, c(M)(x)t2n+sMW-b + ■■■ .

X

For any 2/c-tuple x we have S(Z)(x, 1,1) = S(M)(x)-b and c(Z)(x, 1,1) =
c(M)(x). Also C(Z) = C(M) -b. Thus (4.9) yields the formula (4.8) for
Z, where the summation over 2/c-tuples x corresponds to summation over
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the (2k + 2)-tuples of the form (x, 1, 1) and the two previous terms give the

contributions from the (2k + 2)-tuples (2, 2, ... , 2) and (2, 2, ... , 2, 1).
This completes the proof of (i) and (ii).

Consideration of the above Cases 1,2,3 also yields the inductive step of a

proof of the other claim in Proposition 2. In Case 1 X¡(Z) = X¡-a(M) and

S(Z)(x) = S(M)(x) + a, hence the result. In Case 2, by (1.3) X¡(Z) = 0 unless
i = ii + i2-\-  and A,-,(M), X¡2(M), ...  are all nonzero. Thus

i = jxn + S(M)(x^) + j2n + S(M)(x^) + ---+jqn + S(M)(x^),

where x'1*, ... , x(fl) are descending 2k-tuples (not necessarily distinct) with

x\l) = ji, ..., x\q) = jq.   So ¿ = jn + S(M)(x) + qak+x , where ; = jx +

■■■ + jq  and x = x(1) +-\- x(o), and where x> = j and x2k > q.   Thus

i = jn + S(Z)(y), where y is the (2k + 2)-tuple (xi, ... , x2k, q, 1). In Case 3
we know that k¡(YÍLM) < X¡(YHM) and hence that k¡(SIM) vanishes unless

i = jn + S(YHM)(y) for some descending (2k + 2)-tuple y with yx = j and

y2k+2 = 1 • Since S(Z)(y) = S(YHM)(y) - b, we have that k¡(Z) = 0 unless

i = ix + ■■■ + iq , where ix, ... , iq are not necessarily distinct but each i, has

the form j,n + 5(Z)(y(,)). Since ak+2 = 0 in the expression (1.1) for Z , each

z has the form jn + S(Z)(y) where y = y(1) H-h y(í) and j = yx.

It is perhaps worth remarking that, for sufficiently large r, X¡(M) is nonzero

if and only if i has the form described.
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